has interpreted remember-know data within a decision space defined by item and associative information, the fundamental variables in his general recognition memory model TODAM (B. B. Murdock, 1982) . He has related parameters of this extended model to stimulus characteristics for several classic remember-know data sets. The authors show that this accomplishment is shared by both one-and two-dimensional signal-detection-based remember-know models (J. C. Dunn, 2004; C. M. Rotello, N. A. Macmillan, & J. A. Reeder, 2004; J. T. Wixted & V. Stretch, 2004) , which can be represented in this same decision space and can be related to stimulus characteristics with similar success. Murdock claims that his model, unlike its competitors, is a process model; however, the process aspects of TODAM are not used in his application, and the decision aspects are identical to a previously proposed model. Murdock's claim that one competing model (STREAK; C. M. Rotello et al., 2004) is not fully specified is shown to be false. The new model is not superior to existing ones, but comparisons among the models to date are not definitive. The authors describe several strategies that might be applied to distinguish among them.
When a subject in a memory experiment reports that a test item is "remembered" or "known" to have been on a study list, what psychological variables or processes are being tapped? What evidence can discriminate among competing answers to this question? Murdock (2006) , the most recent theorist to address these issues, answered that item and associative information underlie performance and that the key evidence concerns relating decision constructs to stimulus variables. In this brief article, we first show that existing remember-know models form a family that draws on a single representation; each family member offers a distinct proposal about the basis for decisions within the same decision space. We show that Murdock's effort to connect remember-know experiments to an existing theory of recognition memory does not distinguish among the models. In fact, all existing models have both strengths and weaknesses; we conclude by proposing three strategies that have the potential to decide among them.
A Family of Remember-Know Models Tulving (1985) proposed the remember-know paradigm as a strategy for distinguishing noetic and autonoetic consciousness, mental states that rely primarily on semantic and episodic information, respectively. The relation he envisioned between these concepts is shown in Figure 1 , taken from his article. Within a two-dimensional space, an individual's memory mode varies from heavily semantic [point (a, z) ] to heavily episodic [point (c, x) ]. Events above a "conversion threshold" are recognized as old, whereas those below it are not. This two-dimensional structure is consistent with several current models of the remember-know paradigm. One of the details over which these models disagree is the appropriate names to be attached to the axes; we evade this question (for the moment) by referring to them as x and y, letting x correspond to Tulving's (1985) semantic dimension and y to his episodic dimension. 1 We describe the three models in the order they were introduced, although in two cases a more elaborate version is the focus of current research.
The One-Dimensional Model Donaldson (1996) suggested that remembered and known items differ on a single strength dimension. Old and new items generate normal distributions differing only in mean along this axis, and two criteria partition the axis into response categories. Events above the upper criterion lead to "remember" responses, those between the criteria lead to know "responses," and those below both criteria lead to "new" responses. This conception seems at odds with Tulving's (1985) essential two-process idea, but Wixted and Stretch (2004) recently suggested how the two views could be reconciled: Allow the strength axis to be a sum of "familiarity" and "recollection." We identify these labels with the x and y axes in the two-dimensional spaces shown in Figure 2 . Old and new items differ, on the average, on both dimensions and can be represented as bivariate distributions; these are represented as circles of points having equal likelihood.
A decision variable corresponding to the sum of x and y can be represented in this space by a diagonal line with positive slope. If the sum is weighted so that the effective variable is ax ϩ y, then the decision axis has slope 1/a, as illustrated in Figure 3A . The space is divided into response regions by linear decision bounds; because these are perpendicular to the decision axis, they all have the negative slope -a. As one moves to the right along the decision axis, the value of a weighted sum of ax ϩ y increases.
In the one-dimensional model, a ϭ 1 and there are three response regions (remember, know, and new), as shown in Figure  2A . All decisions depend on the same psychological variable, the weighted sum of x and y. The distribution of such a sum can be found by projecting the bivariate distributions onto the decision axis or, equivalently, by convolution. The result is two univariate distributions differing in mean, and it is in these terms that the one-dimensional model is usually described. The shaded area is the region leading to an "old" response, which may be either "remember" or "know."
The Process-Pure Model
We use the term process-pure to refer to remember-know models in which at least one of the responses depends on a single axis and thus "purely" depends on a single "process." The model described by Murdock (2006) is of this form: His Equations 3-6 are consistent with the representation in Figure 2B . A sufficiently high value of the y variable (associative information, in his implementation) leads to a "remember" response; otherwise, the decision depends only on the x variable (item information). The shaded region again corresponds to "old" responses. Similar models have been described by Reder et al. (2000) and by Yonelinas (2001) , although in the latter case the y information is considered to have a threshold rather than continuous character. Reder et al.'s (2000) SAC model assigns episodic strength to the y variable and semantic strength to the x variable (echoing Tulving, 1985) , whereas Yonelinas (2001) prefers the terms recollection and familiarity.
Models in the process-pure category come the closest to capturing the popular model-free approach to interpreting rememberknow data in which remember responses are assumed to directly tap a process of Type y, and know responses tap a process of Type x (e.g., Gardiner & Richardson-Klavehn, 2000) . Detectiontheoretic process-pure models are more sophisticated in allowing for changes in response bias as the boundaries in Figure 2B shift (Macmillan, Rotello, & Verde, 2005) . They resemble the modelfree approach in assuming that both x-and y-type information contribute to the old-new decision, but only y information is reflected in remember judgments.
STREAK
The third model, STREAK (Rotello et al., 2004) , assumes that all decisions rely on a combination of the two sources. STREAK agrees with the Wixted-Stretch model in basing the old-new decision on a sum of x and y information. It departs from that model in setting the remember-know decision bound orthogonal to the old-new bound so that remember-know judgments depend Figure 2 . Modern quantitative models of remembering and knowing. Each model divides a two-dimensional space into regions for remember (R), know (K), and new (N) responses. The models are (A) the onedimensional model (Wixted & Stretch, 2004) , (B) the process-pure model (Murdock, 2006) , and (C) STREAK (Rotello et al., 2004) . Tulving's (1985) representation of remembering and knowing. Test items differ in episodic and semantic information, and the relative strength of these two sources varies along a "conversion threshold." Events above the threshold are assigned an "old" response, those below it a "new" response. Events in the lower right region, like the point (c, x), are "remembered" whereas those in the upper left region, like the point (a, z) are "known." From "Memory and Consciousness," by E. Tulving, 1985, Canadian Journal of Psychology, 26, p. on a difference between y and x. As Figure 3B illustrates, a decision variable corresponding to such a difference can be represented in the decision space by a diagonal line with negative slope. If the difference is weighted so that the effective variable is (y Ϫ [1/a] x) then the decision axis has slope Ϫa. As one moves upward along this decision axis, the value of the weighted difference (y Ϫ [1/a] x) increases. STREAK thus postulates an old-new decision based on a sum of x and y followed by a remember-know decision based on a difference; the resulting partition of the decision space is shown in Figure 2C , in which the "old" region is again shaded. As is evident when Figures 1 and 2 are compared, this model comes closest to capturing the original Tulving proposal. Table 1 summarizes the decision variables assumed to underlie old-new and remember-know judgments in the three models. There is rough agreement about the former: old-new judgments depend on a combination of x and y information. In the onedimensional model and STREAK, this combination occurs for each item and each judgment, whereas for the process-pure model it occurs across items. There is no agreement at all about remember-know judgments, which are interpreted by the three models to reflect a sum of y and x, a difference between y and x, or y alone. One might expect that such starkly different ideas could be easily contrasted experimentally; we next consider Murdock's (2006) recommendations for accomplishing this task.
Murdock's Solution: Connect the Model to Stimulus
Characteristics Within a Process-Pure Model Murdock (2006) developed a remember-know model inspired by the TODAM theory of memory (Murdock, 1982) and compared it favorably with STREAK and the one-dimensional model. He cited three major advantages of his analysis: (a) item and associative information are demonstrably independent and well-defined, so it is possible to identify empirical manipulations that correspond to changes along one strength axis but not the other; (b) TODAM is a process approach and is connected to a more general process model of memory; and (c) TODAM is presented more completely and is simpler than STREAK. The first point is the most substantive and requires the most discussion; in the end, however, we are largely unsympathetic to all three arguments.
Ability to Predict Results of Experimental Manipulations
Murdock argued that stimulus manipulations lead to predictable changes in the parameters of his model. As evidence, he reanalyzed four classic experiments that display different types of interactions between remember and know responses. These experiments were selected by Dunn (2004) as fodder for his reanalysis, in which the one-dimensional model (the three-parameter equal- Note. In specific models, x is variously described as familiarity or as semantic, global, or item information; y corresponds to recollection or episodic, specific, or associative information.
variance version) was successfully fit to the data. We now add STREAK to this mix. For each of the four experiments, the parameter values estimated by TODAM are consistent with those of the one-dimensional model. Murdock concluded, however, that his model "gives a more detailed account of the data but of course at the cost of one more degree of freedom" (p. 652) This (accurate) caveat suggests that STREAK may be able to tell just as detailed a story for these data sets as does TODAM. Table 2 provides the parameter estimates of all three models for these data sets. Each model has a criterion parameter related to the "remember" response and a criterion parameter related to the "old" response. TODAM and STREAK have separate sensitivity parameters for x and y information, whereas the one-dimensional model has a single parameter for overall sensitivity. Let us consider the interpretations that Murdock's process-pure account, STREAK, and the one-dimensional model assign to these results.
Schacter, Verfaellie, and Anes (1997) compared normal controls and amnesic subjects. All models agree, unsurprisingly, that normal subjects have higher sensitivity. STREAK and TODAM agree that sensitivity is greater for the y dimension than for the x dimension for normal subjects but not for amnesic subjects. The interesting difference is in the pattern of criteria: TODAM and the one-dimensional model conclude that both criteria are more conservative for normal controls, although the effect is smaller for the remember criterion. STREAK agrees that the old-new criterion is higher but finds that the remember-know criterion is lower. Intuitively, this result arises because in STREAK (but not its competitors) a change in the old-new criterion perforce produces a change in remember responses. A finding consistent with the STREAK interpretation, discussed later, is that the remember rate does change systematically when old-new response bias is manipulated (Rotello, Macmillan, Hicks, & Hautus, in press ). Gregg and Gardiner (1994) contrasted auditory and visual presentations; remember responses were unaffected, but visual items more often received a know response. For these data, all models agree on the interpretation: Sensitivities are greater for visual presentation, and the two criteria shift in opposite directions as a function of modality.
Gardiner and Java (1990) compared memory for words and nonwords. TODAM concludes that the largest change is in sensitivity to the x dimension, with other parameters changing by smaller amounts. STREAK and the one-dimensional model find the most substantial difference to be a more conservative value of the remember-know criterion for nonwords. Dunn (2004) chose this data set for analysis because remember and know responses changed in opposite direction between conditions, and the conclusions reached by STREAK and the one-dimensional model are less surprising (although not necessarily more correct) than those reached by TODAM.
In the fourth study, Gardiner, Kaminska, Dixon, and Java (1996) contrasted one-and four-trial conditions. The models agree that four study trials lead to higher sensitivity and at least nominally higher criteria. TODAM and the one-dimensional model infer that the larger criterion shift is for the remember criterion, whereas STREAK finds that essentially all of the bias difference is in the old-new criterion. As with the Schacter et al. (1997) data, this outcome is a result of STREAK's unique claim that remember responses are affected by a change in the old-new criterion. 
1D ( We provide these plausibility arguments to show that STREAK and TODAM cannot be distinguished by this approach, but the conclusions that can be reached by this avenue are weak. All the stories told by these models are to some degree plausible. A potentially more revealing study would be one in which the putative dimensions of Murdock' model, item and associative information, were experimentally manipulated. We have added a fifth study to the testbed that satisfies this requirement, and if the TODAM model is correct it should be particularly successful in fitting the data. Hockley and Consoli (1999) tested subjects on item and pair (associative) recognition at three test delays in each of two experiments. We averaged their data over delay and experiment then fit the results with the competing models (see Table 2 ). TODAM infers, appropriately, that y-type (associative) sensitivity is increased for pairs compared with items and that x-type (item) sensitivity is essentially unchanged. In addition, the remember criterion is more conservative for pairs. However, STREAK reaches exactly the same conclusions about sensitivity (the two models find small changes in the remember criterion, in opposite directions). The one-dimensional model, paying the price for having fewer parameters, concludes that there are no substantial differences between items and pairs. Even when the experimental variables of the TODAM model are directly manipulated, that model provides neither special insight nor a more clear-cut result.
Not only does this plausibility exercise fail to distinguish among the decision models, it also fails to demonstrate the identity of dimensions that form the decision space. Consider the Gardiner et al. (1996) analyses, for which both TODAM and STREAK find greater x-and y-sensitivity in the four-trial condition. What would constitute evidence that it is item and associative strength-rather than global and specific strength, semantic or episodic memory, familiarity or recollection-that accounts for this result? All are equally plausible until some independent measure of these terms is provided. Many experiments have produced changes in remembering in the absence of obvious changes in associative information across conditions. A more neutral view of how the decision space is to be defined avoids the temptation to believe something has been explained that has merely been named.
What Does TODAM Have to Do With It?
This observation brings us to Murdock's second point, that an advantage of his remember-know model is its relation to TODAM, a process model. In TODAM, memory storage is described in terms of a random vector on which encoding and retrieval processes operate. Specifying a process in this way is an important accomplishment, but very little of the mechanics of TODAM are brought to bear on the remember-know problem and the relation between the new model and its parent is rather arm'slength. 2 Murdock's Equations 3-6 defined a decision rule, and his allusions to TODAM did not turn that rule into a process. We have already seen that many alternative axis labels are consistent with that rule; if the process-pure model proves successful, no benefit will accrue to TODAM or to the labeling of the decision axes preferred by Murdock (2006) .
Three factors serve to undo the greater purchase provided by tying the decision model to stimulus factors. First, those stimulus factors offer no help in the many experiments (like Studies 1-4 in Table 2 ) in which variables other than item and associative strengths are manipulated. Second, in ideal experiments like that of Hockley and Consoli (1999) , the TODAM model demonstrated no advantage. Third, and perhaps most seriously, nothing in the TODAM memory model (Murdock, 1982) forces a process-pure decision model for the remember-know task. Either of the other two partitions of the decision space shown in Figure 2 would be equally compatible with the Item ϫ Associative stimulus space.
The one advantage that Murdock's preferred decision axes do have is their demonstrable independence. The converse of this statement, however-that a disadvantage of STREAK is questionable independence-is not correct. STREAK's failure to make a commitment about the nature of the axes is a plus here: The terms global and specific do not refer to larger models of memory and do not imply (as Murdock has suggested) a part-whole relation or any other kind of dependence. In our interpretation, STREAK proposes that two independent variables underlie recognition in the remember-know paradigm, but the names of the axes are effectively left to the reader.
Completeness and Simplicity of Models
We now turn to two specific criticisms of STREAK raised by Murdock: that it is incomplete and that it is unduly complex. Neither criticism is justified.
Model completeness. Murdock (2006) asserted that "integral equations are not provided" for STREAK (p. 649). He pointed to his own Equations 3-6 as examples of such equations. Those equations express the remember and know hit and false-alarm rates as integrals of normal distributions according to TODAM. Our Equations B1 to B4 (Rotello et al., 2004, p. 616) express the remember and overall (Remember ϩ Know) hit and false-alarm rates as integrals of normal distributions according to STREAK. The only difference is in our notation for writing normal integrals. He wrote an explicit integral of a normal density, such as
where f N indicates a unit normal density. However, "it is traditional to denote the cumulative distribution function of a standard normal distribution by ⌽(x)" (Ross, 1988, p. 165) , and that is the notation we used. So, for example, our Equation B1 was
But this is by definition equivalent to
which is in exactly the same form as Murdock's equations. (Indeed, Murdock himself used ⌽(x) in his Equations 7-10.) Although other aspects of our disagreement might be viewed as subjective, his assertion that we failed to include integral equations is an error of fact. Model simplicity. Murdock (2006) remarked that his model is simpler than STREAK in allowing for direct calculation rather than more complex computational methods. He found the gridsearch parameter estimation procedure used by Rotello et al. (2004) inferior, and claimed that "one must rely on simulations to check both one's understanding of the model and the accuracy of the model derivations" (p. 8).
Well. We do agree that better estimation methods are desirable and are now able to provide equations to fit STREAK to (nonrating) remember-know results (see Appendix).
3 The availability of these equations renders STREAK as calculationally "simple" as any other model. As for the role of simulations, many techniques have heuristic value as aids to understanding, but we believe that the acid test of the accuracy of analytic derivations is to do the math.
In a somewhat different sense, Murdock's model may be too simple. A more general version of the process-pure model in which old and new distributions are allowed to have unequal variance may be necessary to account for normalized receiver operating characteristic (z-ROC) slope and other aspects of recognition data. The Appendix presents equations similar to Murdock's Equations 3-6 that describe this case.
Distinguishing Among the Models Murdock (2006) laid out a new model rather than improving on old ones and thus presented the challenge of deciding among a growing set of alternative models. We argue that relating the models to stimulus variables has not yet been a decisive tool, but we do not believe the problem is insurmountable. We suggest three helpful strategies for choosing among them.
1. Extend the models to rating designs.
As Murdock pointed out, deciding among the models based on their ability to account for typical remember-know data (like those summarized in Table 2 ) is not a purely statistical enterprise: In their basic form, STREAK and TODAM are saturated and can fit data perfectly. One way to "desaturate" the models is by the use of response ratings to generate ROC curves. Ratings may be applied to any binary response contrast, and we have used them to expand both the old-new and the remember-know response (Rotello et al., 2004; Rotello, Macmillan, Reeder, & Wong, 2005; Rotello et al., in press ). This approach increases the degrees of freedom in the data so that the models may be compared quantitatively, with corresponding measures of goodness of fit (Rotello et al., in press) .
Rating experiments are usually modeled by interpreting differences in confidence as differences in decision boundary locations, and Rotello et al. (2004, in press ) are explicit about these locations. Murdock did not tell us how his model would be extended to ratings designs. The most common remember-know design, in which an old-new rating is followed by a binary remember-know response, does not seem natural for the process-pure decision bounds, as Murdock acknowledged. One aspect of rating data that any model must account for is the slope of the old-new recognition ROC (on z coordinates), which is generally found to be Ͻ 1. Murdock (2006) speculated that the addition of encoding variability might allow his model to predict shallower slopes for ratings data, but whether this can be accomplished without interfering with other predictions is, as he notes, unknown. Another approach is to copy STREAK in simply assuming that the old distribution has a greater variance than the new distribution (as is done in the Appendix for the nonrating paradigm).
Examine predicted response patterns.
Each model makes a specific prediction about one aspect of the data. STREAK predicts a response-ratio invariant: When old-new bias is manipulated across conditions, the proportion of "remember" judgments should be a constant proportion of the "old" responses. Support for this prediction has been presented in Rotello et al. (in press) and in six of seven past experiments summarized in that article. The prediction arises from the orthogonal arrangement of decision bounds in STREAK; recall that in fitting the data in Table 2 , this feature led to interpretations that were different from those of other models. The similar arrangement of orthogonal decision bounds in the process-pure model leads to a related prediction by that model: when remember-know bias changes across conditions the proportion of "know" judgments should be a constant proportion of the "not remember" responses. Few experiments have actually manipulated subjects' bias to say "remember," but Rotello et al. (2005, Experiment 2) did observe this constancy, finding P(know|not remember) ϭ .29, with conservative remembering, and P(know|not remember) ϭ .30, with neutral remembering.
The one-dimensional model's signature prediction compares the two-point z-ROC that can be obtained from remember-know judgments with the multipoint z-ROC obtained from ratings. Because all judgments depend on the same decision axis, the slopes of these two functions should be equal. Rotello et al. (2004) found that across many studies, two-point slopes averaged about 1.0, reliably more than the 0.8 typically found for old-new rating tasks. To address this problem, Wixted and Stretch (2004) proposed a variant of the one-dimensional model in which the rememberknow criterion was variable. The model allows two-point and rating slopes to differ, and leads to the weaker prediction that slope estimates are highly correlated across individuals and conditions. In an experimental test, however, this version of the model was less successful than its fixed-criterion cousin (Rotello et al., in press ). Malmberg and Xu (in press) have suggested that betweensubjects comparisons of slopes are inappropriate, but Rotello et al. (in press) found the usual discrepancy in a within-subject test. Two-point slopes remain problematic for the one-dimensional model.
3. Match models to variants in experimental designs.
The most common remember-know task requires an old-new decision followed (in the case of an "old" response) by a remember-know judgment; such a task corresponds naturally to the STREAK decision bounds ( Figure 2C ) and the onedimensional bounds (Figure 2A ). An alternative version of the paradigm is to ask subjects to first decide whether a test probe is "remembered" and, if not, whether it is a new item or an old item that is "known." This sequence of decisions maps nicely onto the process-pure decision bounds ( Figure 2B ) and the one-dimensional model.
A potentially instructive research strategy is to compare the structure of data for different remember-know paradigms. That there are some differences is known: We compared experiments in the Rotello et al. (2004) database that used the old-new followed by remember-know paradigm (ON-RK) with those having an evenhanded trinary response set (RKN). On average, RKN experiments produced more hits, shallower two-point slopes, and lower estimated criteria than ON-RK experiments. It may turn out that the decision partitions proposed by the process-pure model and by STREAK can each be used in particular experimental designs.
Conclusion
The three types of models that account for remember-know judgments-one-dimensional, process-pure, and STREAK-each have clear advantages. For example, the one-dimensional model provides a good qualitative description of many aspects of remember-know data (Dunn, 2004; Wixted & Stretch, 2004 ) and a good quantitative fit to ROC data (Rotello et al., in press ). STREAK accounts for the two-point ROC slopes that are problematic for that model, accurately predicts a response-ratio invariant under bias changes, and also provides a good quantitative fit to remember-know rating ROCs (Rotello et al., in press ). TODAM ties remember-know judgments to other types of memory tasks and provides clearly manipulable labels for the strength axes. No single criterion can be used to evaluate models, and it may be that no current model can account for all findings to date. Perhaps the true model will contain the present ones as special cases.
What is clear is the great advantage quantitative modeling has over the model-free approach that dominated the early use of the remember-know paradigm. It is interesting to compare the use of this paradigm with the use of ratings instruments, both of which ask subjects to report aspects of their subjective experience. Rating data are now routinely analyzed by using signal detection theory and in that garb have proved a powerful research tool. The era of naive interpretation of remember and know responses may be ending, but model-based understanding of such reports, and other similar ones, has theoretical promise.
